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Paul Pairet pushes the edge of the
dining spectrum with Ultra Violet
Talking to Paul Pairet you can¶t help
but wonder if he¶s playing a game of
verbal three-card monte with you. It¶s
as if he¶s deliberately filling your head
with nonsense and absurdity just to direct your attention away from what he¶s
really doing. But, eventually, his nonsense and absurdity somehow become
reality. And he always manages to pull it off. When we sat down with him in 2008
to learn about his plans for Mr & Mrs Bund, he talked about it as if it were a minor
side project, a mere distraction to an even greater undertaking that was 10 years
in the making. It was so ridiculous, so fanciful, so seemingly impossible that we
just wrote it off as a pipe dream. Well, it¶s actually going to happen this fall and it¶s
called Ultra Violet.
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It¶s a heady, high concept: A sparsely decorated dining room ± in a restaurant
wasteland off of Suzhou Creek, no less ± housing a single table with only 10
seats. The menu is just part of it. Pairet seeks to create a full-on sensory
experience.
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³Atmosphere in a restaurant influences the way you eat and how it tastes, so I
want to control it and play with it the same way that I play with the presentation on
the plate,´he says.
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To this end, sights, scents and sounds will all be choreographed to enhance each
course. There will be light effects. The walls will act as screens for various
projected images and diners¶seats will be fitted with speakers and fragrance
dispersion devices.
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³If we serve a fish in the context of a surrounding sea, the smell of the sea and just
a little breeze, it will taste better,´says Pairet.
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This isn¶t some half-baked gimmick ± Pairet is serious. His partnership with
Givaudan, one of the leading flavor and fragrance producers in the world, gives the
project added credibility. Pairet will have access to the company¶s entire catalog of
scents.
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Still, it¶s not an experience that can be easily explained. Or perhaps Pairet would
prefer not to. When we asked him to walk us through a typical dinner he just drew
us a graph axis and plotted dots on it according to how many bites would be
required to finish each dish.
³When I was at Jade [on 36], I was surprisingly limited with what I could do. If I
wanted to just put a beautiful scallop on a plate with some olive oil and sea salt, I
really couldn¶t do it. It didn¶t fit the context of the menu. But with a 20-course dinner,
I can serve everything I like in one meal.´
And, he explains, Ultra Violet won¶t all be bells and whistles. ³Food will still be the
focus. Not every course will need all of the theatrics. Some will be elaborate
enough on their own. We¶ll just turn on the lights and pretend it¶s a normal
restaurant for a few minutes.´
It¶s incredibly ambitious and insanely extravagant and Pairet is under no illusion
that it will definitely deliver financial returns.
³We expect this to be a money loser,´he says. ³But not everything is justified
directly in economic terms.´
On the surface, it may seem like a counter-intuitive business plan. But only if
you¶re thinking in the short term. VOL Limited, Pairet¶s parent company, already
has two cash cows ± Mr & Mrs Bund and Bar Rouge. Ultra Violet will be their show
pony. It¶ll be as much a publicity stunt as a restaurant. But more importantly, it¶s an
investment for that time in the future when the Michelin man pays a visit to
Shanghai. Ultra Violet is slated to open in September. Check back for updates.
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